
Z-Showjumping contest for 4-yr-old Z-horses (16 July 2017)
1. The entry fee is € 50.- per horse. 

2. This contest is open for stallions, mares and geldings born 
in 2013. 

3. The 4-yr-old Z-horses will jump an A-level course, not 
against the clock but with a time allowed, without jump-
off (table A, art. 238.1.1) and will be judged on style. The 
4-yr old horses will jump max. 1.00m.

4. The prize money amounts to € 2,000.- The prize money 
includes a breeder’s premium of 10 %, which means that 
in case the owner and the breeder of the relevant horse 
are not the same, this breeder’s premium will be deducted 
from the prize money and made available to the breeder.

5. The best three horse may go to the Belgian Championships 
for Young Horses in Gesves. 

Z-qualifiers for 5- and 6-yr-old Z-horses for the 
FEI World Breeding Jumping Championships 
for Young Horses 2017 (15 and 16 July 2017)
1. The entry fee is € 100.- per horse. 

2. This contest is open for stallions, mares and geldings born 
in 2011 or 2012. 

3. The 5- and 6-yr-old horses will jump a barema A on time 
(table A, Art. 238.2.1) on Saturday and a barema A with 
jump-off (table A, art. 238.2.2) on Sunday. The  5-yr old 
horses will jump max. 1.25m and the 6-yr old horses max. 
1.30m.

4. The prize money amounts to € 500.- per qualifier. The 
prize money includes a breeder’s premium of 10 %, which 
means that in case the owner and the breeder of the 
relevant horse are not the same, this breeder’s premium 
will be deducted from the prize money and made available 
to the breeder.

5. The best 5 horses over two rounds in each age category may 
start in the FEI World Breeding Jumping Championships 
for Young Horses 2017 provided that the entry fee for the 
WC has been paid. The numbers four and five in both age 
categories can go to the Belgian Championships for Young 
Horses in Gesves. 

Championship 3-yr-old Z-horses (16 July 2017)
1. The entry fee is € 50.- per horse. 

2. This Championship is open for stallions, mares and 
geldings born in 2014.

3. The 3-yr-old Z-horses will be assessed by the selection 
committee of Studbook Zangersheide on jumping talent, 
specifically type, correctness, canter, power, use of 
the back, technique and suppleness. Maximum points 
awarded for each of these components is 10.

4. The 3-yr-old horses will be presented individually in hand, 
at standstill and walk, after which trot, canter and jump are 
shown in free action. The free jumping consists of jumping 
a line in free action (specifically an in over an uprightwith 

trot pole in front and after that at one stride’s distance an 
upright, which will later be converted into a sloping oxer.

5. The findings of the jury are binding. The owner of the 3-yr-
old Z-horse will accept these as definite findings that can 
not be objected to.

6. The prize money amounts to € 2,000.- paid out to the ten 
horses with the highest number of points in the finals. The 
prize money includes a breeder’s premium of 10 %, which 
means that in case the owner and the breeder of the 
relevant horse are not the same, this breeder’s premium 
will be deducted from the prize money and made available 
to the breeder.


